COLLEGIUM DER ÄRZTE DER DEUTSCHEN
DISPENSARY UND HOSPITAL (NEW YORK, N.Y.)
Wissenschaftlichen Zusammenkünfte Deutscher Aerzte.
Minutes, 1879 June 27 – 1882 June 23.
1 volume (ca. 281 p.)

SUMMARY: Minutes of the “Scientific Meetings of German Physicians” of the “German Dispensary and Hospital.” The group met monthly at the home of Dr. Abraham Jacobi at 110 West 34th St. in Manhattan to present lectures on the medical sciences. Most of the members seem to have been colleagues of Jacobi at the German Dispensary and Hospital, now Lenox Hill Hospital. The secretary was Dr. Arpad G. Gerster. A list of participants is included on an unnumbered page at the rear of the volume. The title page of this volume identifies it as volume 1 (“I. Band”).

LANGUAGE: German.

RELATED RECORDS: Volumes 2 and 3 of these minutes, covering Sept. 1882-May 1889, are located in the library of the New York Academy of Medicine.

PROVENANCE: Purchase from the Argosy Book Shop, New York, N.Y., 1954; the title page bears the ownership stamp of the library of the German Hospital and Dispensary.
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